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Problem A - Amazing Sushi

Question: Can Mary and Marty split their sushi equally?

● First, give each person floor(k/2) of each type (this is forced)
● If someone already has more than their maximum, IMPOSSIBLE
● Give them extra pieces one at a time until they each reach their minimums.
● Now give either one extra pieces until they reach their maximums.





Problem D - Divisionals Spelling

Question: Count the number of words that you can spell using A, B, C, …, L

● Check each word independently
● Make sure there are no duplicate letters
● Make sure that all characters at most the number of problems

● Don’t do this in a real contest!





Problem B - Bubble Bucket Sort

Question: Put bubbles into buckets so that the sum of squares is small

● Sort the input
○ Now, bubbles that are close in size should go in the same bucket
○ E.g., Bucket 1 contains bubbles of size 1-5, bucket 2 contains bubbles of size 6-25, etc. 

● Use the following function:
○ f(i, j) is the smallest total score given that bubbles i, i+1, …, n must be in buckets j, j+1, …, b
○ Try all possible options for bucket j:

■ f(i, j) = minimum of [ score_of_bubbles(i, i+1, i+2, …, k-1) + f(k, j+1) ]
○ score_of_bubbles(i, i+1, …, k-1) = (bubble_size(k-1) - bubble_size(i))2

○ f(k, j+1) is “filling the rest of the buckets”

● Use DP!





Problem I - Iguana Instructions

Question: Help Iggy the Iguana find a path through the maze using the least 
number of instructions possible.

● We can solve this using a BFS
● For each cell we visit, we can try traveling as far as possible in all four cardinal 

directions to give the possible instructions we could give Iggy at that point
● We visit n2 nodes and for each node we travel up to O(n)

away in each direction. This gives us a runtime of O(n3).





Problem J - Jumping Junipers

Question: Place the Junipers as close to your home as possible

● Key observation: place each individual tree as close to home as possible
● Tricky part: What if 2 trees “tie” (that is, they want to be put in the same place)
● You always want to take the tree that has the least restrictions:

○ If you have the choice of 2 trees, choose the one whose right endpoint is smaller

● Use a priority queue/heap to keep track of all trees that are now “tied” sorted 
by their right endpoints





Problem K - Karaoke Meetup

● Given a weighted tree, find the best ratio of A/B where A is the minimum 
distance and B is the maximum distance

● If we can find the maximum distance and the minimum distance from each 
node, then we can solve this

● Can be solved with two passes over the tree
● Root the tree arbitrarily and DFS to find rooted maximums and minimums
● Do a second pass and "carry" information about the subtree in the parent 

edge direction
● O(n)





Problem H - Heroic Heist

● Question: Given the layout of keys in rooms in a museum, determine how far 
down the row of rooms you can get.

● First, we can ignore parts of keys that open rooms before key’s room.
● If we assume the answer is K, we need to confirm that the keys we have 

available in the first K rooms are sufficient to open the locked doors among 
these rooms.

● We can solve this by testing if there is a matching from keys
(on the left) to rooms (on the right).
○ This can be solved using a Flow algorithm.





Problem C - Cartography

Question: Given the possibly incorrect census results, determine how the 
houses are aligned in a 2D grid if possible.

● Pick 2 houses to be the top-left and top-right corners
● The shortest path between these is the top row
● Each other row can be filled in by looking what neighbour from the house 

above is not yet placed
● Validate that the grid and try other pairs for top-left or top-right houses if 

needed





Problem G - Grid City

● Given a convex polygon with a line parallel to the axis running through a left 
and rightmost point, find the number of unit squares that are fully contained.

● First, find twice the area of the polygon
● Now, consider each line

○ We can subtract out twice the area from partial squares
○ This is just the number of squares the line passes through
○ This is the height + width - number of corners passed through
○ The number of corners is gcd(height, width)-1

● O(n log n) to sort the points





Problem E - Entering Rectangles
Question: How many disjoint rectangles can you fit on a grid with some 
blocked locations?

● Can be solved with dynamic programming
● Find the optimal solution given you're at a particular grid location and only considering 

rows under you, and columns to the right of you on the row you are currently on
● Store some information about the rectangles currently open above the row you are on
● Main observation is that any currently open rectangles will form nested parentheses
● Store which columns are "open parentheses", and which are "close parentheses" for 3c 

combinations
● O(r * c2  * 3c)





Problem F - Fabulous Photos

● You were given all the ways to combine one choice of each colour for a 
collection of coloured subsets. Which elements MUST be the same colour?

● We can decide if a single element e is forced to be the same colour as some 
subset S of other elements.
○ Make S all 'red' and the complement of S including e 'blue'
○ If the cartesian product of unique rows for red columns and unique rows for blue columns is 

NOT the same as the input, then e is forced to be the same colour as all of S

● Just doing pairwise comparisons is wrong!
○ 3 4
○ 110
○ 101
○ 011
○ 000



Problem F - Fabulous Photos (cont’d)

● You were given all the ways to combine one choice of each colour for a 
collection of coloured subsets. Which elements MUST be the same colour?

● Define f(i,R) to be the 'widest' colouring using elements i..n and only 
considering the set of rows R

● Solve f(i+1,A) and f(i+1,B) where A is all the rows where i is 1, and B is all the 
rows where i is 0

● We can combine the solutions by merging colour overlaps
● Use our first observation to find out which colours i is forced to be
● Merge all those colours and add i
● O(rows*cols^2)


